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The story begins when I was very young. 

My geophysicist father led an oil exploration party during
WWII, when repair/maintenance on his instruments and vehicles
was not available, but the work had to proceed.

So we towed a portable machine shop around the country, and
the army brat (me) learned how to use it before it all ended with
his death when I was 11. But I was hooked.

This was directed by a kid’s book called `The Stars for Sam’, 
then my dad’s undergraduate astronomy text, and later,
Gamow (1,2,3, infinity) and Hoyle (Frontiers of Astronomy).

And became an avid telescope maker and sponge for all things
astronomical.

In high school, I did my first optics, an 8-inch (0.2m ;-)
f/5 mirror, and built a photographic telescope around it. 
It and some photographs were published in S&T in 1961. 



  



  



  

And then to Caltech, 1961 
Bob Kraft and F Stars and the 60-inch X-spectrograph

How to reduce nonlinear response 
photographic spectra?

HP 7900 x-y recorder fitted with a
curve follower

~24 hours per plate

So I designed/built a transistor/diode 
piecewise linear machine which did the
job in a few minutes.

No computers, all analog.

Griffin Arcturus Atlas

Began working with Bev Oke on
Image intensifier tubes, still
photographic output...but the digital
age was dawning.



  

Back to Caltech in 1970

Beatrice Tinsley and I were deeply interested in BCGs and their
flux-redshift relation, thinking that we could do cosmology with
them. More fool us, but we did begin a long effort to find clusters
at high redshift.

First, photographically. New emulsions from Kodak, IIIa-J, IIIa-F,
which had DQE > 1%, factor of 10 better than the mainstay 103 emulsions

Then with image intensifiers onto photographic emulsions. Still
nonlinear, but the QE of photocathodes was as high as 20%
Giant 90mm image tube, built camera for 200-inch.

Beginning of Palomar Cluster Survey.



  

A DIGRESSION

But remember Roger Griffin and the Arcturus Atlas. Roger developed
a photoelectric cross-correlation spectrrometer for the 36-inch in
Cambridge, and we hatched a scheme to build one for the 200-inch
at coude. 

We built it, measured the velocity dispersion in globular clusters,
found that most field red giants are in long-period binaries, measured the
velocity dispersion in galactic clusters, the distance to the Hyades
to 5% with a new RV-perspective technique, and showed that the binary
fraction of RG in globular clusters was much smaller than in the field.
accuracy ~100m/s, not quite good enough for planets, but…...



  

But this story is really about surveys and detectors and data, so let’s 
get there.

Clusters—the magnitudes said we were reaching to almost z=1, but
how do you measure the redshift? Photographic or image-tube
photographic spectrographs were hopeless.

Westphal and collaborators had been working with silicon vidicons
for planetary studies, and had developed digital readout capability.

These devices had very high QE (silicon, ~70%) but had very high
read noise (several hundred electrons), since they were read by an 
electron beam. Not suitable for faint sources. 



  

Then came the S(ilicon)I(ntensified)T(arget) vidicon

photocathode (~20%) QE, but
multiplication in target, so read
noise is small



  

Bev Oke and I built a small spectrograph with a SIT for the 200-inch
with Sloan money and broke the z=0.46 redshift record, a cluster
at 0.53, but it was difficult.

Dreams of a noise-reduced silicon vidicon with SILICON QE,
and plans to develop one.

But then came the CCD, and the game changed completely.

Jim Westphal and I persuaded JPL to let us develop systems to use the 
CCDs they were developing for Voyager for long-exposure ground-based
use. These were 500x500 and later 800x800 15-micron pixel devices.
I built PFUEI, the first (I think) `parallel-beam-box’, or `imaging spectrograph’
which could be used both for imaging and spectroscopy with a CCD
detector. The results were dramatic.

This was the first instrument I built in collaboration with Mike Carr,
a mostly self-taught engineer who has been my partner in crime for
43 years and ALL my instruments since 1975. He recently retired.



  

PFUEI



  

More and better?
Westphal and I won the contract for
WF/PC on (H)ST, and persuaded 
NASA to let us build a ground-based
`prototype’, the 4-shooter.



  

The instrument used an image-
splitting pyramid, like that in
WF/PC; 4 cameras, separate
CCD spectrograph.  5 800x800
ST CCDs. Field about 9 arcmin

Palomar cluster survey with
Hoessel and Oke, and later,
Postman and Lubin

TDI quasar survey with Schmidt
and Schneider. Tried this
technique with PFUEI, found
z=4.76; with 4-shooter, 4.92,
but did not break 5.

First galaxy redshift > 1



  



  

Then one morning Morley Blouke, the CCD engineer we had worked with
at TI, who had recently moved to Tektronix to head a new CCD effort,
walked into Westphal’s office, and pulled a miraculous thing from his
briefcase:

 

It was actually not mounted, but was a wafer, with ONE device on
it, a 2-inch square 2400 x 2400 28-micron pixel CCD. It was a couple of 
years before it actually worked, in a 2048x2048, 24-micron pixel guise.

I knew IMMEDIATELY what we had to do, but it took about a year to
do the preliminary design of instrument and telescope, and a few more
years to polish and sell it.



  

The 48-inch Palomar Schmidt and POSS



  

Covered the sky north of -25 degrees to B~21, R~20,
on 6.5 degree square 103a-O (blue) and 103a-E (red) plates.

Plates were not photometrically calibrated.

The POSS supplied the community with an enormously
important tool for discovery, just in time for the 1965
2-micron survey of Neugebauer, Martz, and Leighton,
the 178 MHz 3C radio catalog in 1959, and the Uhuru X-ray
catalog in 1970….and the Abell cluster catalog even earlier.

The angular resolution (and indeed often even the positions)
of the early radio, IR, and X-ray surveys was so poor that
it was necessary to have an optical identification to begin
to understand the nature of the source.

It would have been nice to have accurate photometry available,
but the survey served its purpose nonetheless

The POSS



  
The CfA redshift survey began to ask this question on a 
small scale (~4500 in CfA1, ~18000 in CfA2 )

Where are the galaxies in space?



  

It seemed like a Good Idea to mount a large survey or surveys
which could build upon the POSS and the CfA redshift surveys.

It should have accurate photometry over a broad a wavelenth
range as possible, so modern detectors were necessary

It should obtain spectra over as large a wavelength range as
possible, and MUST multiplex in order to get a large number
of spectra in a reasonable time.

1 million galaxies x 1 hour exposure is 1 million hours

At a good site, there are ~1000 dark, clear hours per year

No overhead, 1000 years.

The big CCD I had just seen would make this possible.

There was a conversation between J. P. Ostriker and J. Gunn
in the spring of 1990………. So it happened.

So....



  

Princeton University
The University of Chicago
The Johns Hopkins University
The University of Washington
The Japan SDSS Promotion Group

   Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
  The US Naval Observatory

Los Alamos National Laboratory
The University of Pittsburgh
New Mexico State University
Max Planck Institute
Korean Astronomy Group
University of Portsmouth
Ohio State University

SDSS: MAPPING THE 
NEARBY UNIVERSE



  

Until ~18 years ago, the technology was not there; 
the SDSS started in 1991.

o Large CCDs, without which neither the imaging nor the 
spectroscopy is viable

o High-efficiency optical fibers to allow efficient 
multiplexing for spectroscopy (5 years, not >1000)

o Cheap computing to
Handle and record the data
Control the telescope and instruments
GATHER the data
Design the survey
Analyze the data (10 Terabytes)

THE SDSS: WHY NOW? (er--THEN)



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Typical SDSS spectra 
of galaxies in a rough
early -> late type 
sequence. Typical S/N
per pixel is 20, resolving
power ~1800, ~4000 
pixels per spectrum

I. Strateva et al



  



  

SDSS LRG Photz Pie Diagram

N. Padmanabhan



  

           The Baryon Acoustic Oscillation Bump:
Get Distance to z=0.35, and ratio of distance at z=0.35 to

CMB surface



  

But the SDSS also told us a lot about GALAXIES, and gave us a census of the 
nearby (present-day) universe.



  



  

The Tremonti Mass-Metallicity Relation from SDSS



  

The SDSS Legacy

A photometric and spectroscopic survey which gives us an accurate
picture of what the extragalactic (and Galactic, but that is another story)
universe looks like TODAY—or, rather, within the last ~1.5 billion years.

The ENDPOINT (or, rather, the present state) of the evolution of galaxies
to fair accuracy and exquisite statistical power over essentially all
the interesting parameters—mass, star formation history, and environment.

And

A rather new way to do science, at least in astronomy. The
survey has produced 7587 papers, 367,547 citations, 25 papers
with 1000 or more citations, 81 with 500 or more citations, and
775 papers with 500 or more citations.

FWIW, by far the largest number of papers per dollar spent. 
Large surveys are expensive, but the benefits flow to a very
large audience.



  

BUT

SDSS is not deep enough to tell us very much about evolution.

We know that the properties of galaxies have changed dramatically over
the age of the universe:

o The global star formation rate is only ~ ten percent of its value at its
peak at z~3. The universe is in its dotage.

o The fraction of early-type (non star-forming) galaxies is much higher now
than in the relatively recent past.

o Massive early-type galaxies were MUCH smaller at early epochs than now.

o Galaxies were much more gas-rich and chaotic at early times than
now.

o But red-and-dead early type systems are present in small numbers
at even very early times.



  

The Madau diagram shows the global SFR, which has fallen by a
factor of more than 10 since its peak at z~2, but the universe was very
young at z=2, and the plot looks different if the rate is dm*/dz:

And even more striking if one plots the cumulative stellar mass:

80 percent of the mass currently
in stars was put there since z=2.



  

So what do we need?

An imaging and spectroscopic survey deep enough to study
typical galaxies at z ~ 2, with statistics at least comparable to SDSS

We cannot, of course, follow the evolution of individual galaxies, but
using dark matter simulations and halo abundance matching (JPO) we 
can do a pretty good job of following populations as a function of
environment.

There are many modern surveys which are more powerful than Sloan
in many ways. 

PanSTARRs, a (now pair of) 1.8-meter telescopes with huge cameras,
has the 3p survey, whose legacy will, I think, be really superb photometry
and astrometry of stars over three-fourths of the sky.

The Dark Energy Survey, with the 4-meter Blanco telescope, aimed at
lensing and photometric BAO. Much deeper and more powerful than SDSS.
No spectroscopy. There will be a spectroscopic survey, DESI, but in
the north. Politics.



  

So enter     SUMIRE

the acronym: 
SUbaru Measurement of Images and REdshifts

The flower:

The Izakaya:
Where the idea may well have been hatched.

The project:

1. An imaging survey with the HyperSuprimeCam
    (HSC) wide-field 990MP CCD imager on Subaru 

covering a 1.8 sq. deg field. Underway.

2. A spectroscopic survey with a new 2400-fiber
spectrograph, PFS, on Subaru, covering 
3800-12600A in 3 contiguous bands. Under
construction, first light in 2019.



  

The HSC Camera and Wide Field Corrector



  

The HSC focal plane: 114 2K x 4K 15-micron pixel CCDs



  



  



  



  



  



  



PFS
Subaru Prime Focus Spectrograph

    A few summary slides stolen unabashedly
from Naoyuki Tamura's (project manager and project engineer)'s
             SPIE project talk, summer 2016

But SDSS had spectra. What about spectra?







Metrology Camera System
To image all backlit fibers at one exposure and measure the 
current fiber positions at the prime focus.

Fibers

Focal plane

Wide-field 
corrector

Primary 
mirror

Cs hole

Met. Cam. System in the general 
purpose Cs container

• Take images of back-illuminated 
fibers

• Map out the current () & 
requested () fiber positions.

• Request next fiber positioner move.
• Iterate these. 

Simulated 
images 

 Back-lit







Spectrograph System (SpS)Spectrograph System (SpS)Spectrograph System (SpS)

Spectrograph System and 
Integration (LAM)

Bench size: 1.9m x 
2.4m



PFS instrument parameters

57

See the PFS web for more details 
http://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html

Microlens at 
the fiber tip 
slows down the 
beam (cf. F/2.5 
at SpS 
collimator)

Due to the 
parts around 
the fiber.

Detectors:
• 2x(4Kx2K) 

Hamamatsu 
CCDs@VIS

• H4RG@NIR 
(1.7um cutoff)

• 15um pix



PFS sensitivity estimation (on-going)

58

See the PFS web for more details 
http://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html

Yabe & Moritani 
(Kavli IPMU)

http://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html


PFS: Three projects, ~300 Subaru Nights (perhaps more)

1. Cosmology – 1500 sq degrees, BAO + RSD using emission line
galaxies (redshifts only)

2. Galaxy Evolution
Trace the evolution of galaxy properties in a set of SDSS-like
slices in z ~ 0.6 – 1.7. within the cosmic web, aiming at dependences
on environment and stellar mass. Study the epoch in which
80% of the present stellar mass was formed.

3. Galactic Archaeology
Study the chemical composition and kinematics of stars in
the halo of the Galaxy and M31

And of course there are many more imaging surveys/survey 
instruments to come: LSST, WFIRST, and other spectroscopic
surveys, notably  DESI, and smaller, more focussed ones, such
as LEGA-C.  A rich future......

http://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html
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